Product update

5-June-2013

Vehicle: Ford Ranger, Mazda BT
Part number affected: TR71L, TR71S
Issue: Hand brake cable interfering on tank.
At this point in time it appears that neither Ford or Mazda Australia are aware of these changes and are unable to give us a changeover date or which models are affected. At this point in time we believe the changes will affect all vehicles with a build date from April 2013 on.

A new tank has been developed for this new model and is also compatible with both the new and older style handbrake cables so will fit all PX Rangers and Mazda BT from 2011 on.

New part numbers:
TR73L 140lt
TR73S 122lt

2011 style handbrake cable.
Key features: twin sheathed cables spaced down approximately 80mm on rear mounting with a support bracket in centre.
Both #TR71 and #TR73 are compatible with this model.

2013 style handbrake cable
Key features: single cable splitting into two midway way between chassis cross members.
TR73L and TR73S are compatible with this model.